In this Der, we show the existence of solutions of functional equations fx Sx0 Tx and x fx&Sx 0Tx under certain contraction and asymptotic regularity conditions, where f, S and T are single-valued and multl-valued mappings on a metric space, respectively.
S.L. SlNGH, K.S. HA AND Y.J. CHO slngle-valued mappings have recently been studied by Mukherjee [II], Naimpally et al. [12] , Rhoades et al. [I] and Singh et al [2] . In this paper, we consider a very general type of condition involving two multi-valued mappings and a slngle-valued mapping and establish coincidence and fixed point theorems (cf. Theorems 2.1-2.3) which improve, extend and unify some coincidence theorems and a multitude of known fixed point theorems. At the end, we have compared a few contractive conditions. Let, (X,d) be a metric space.
We shall use the following notation and H is called the generalized Hausdorff distance function for CL(K) induced by d, and H defined on CB(X) is said to be the Hausdorff metric induced by d. D(x,A) will denote the ordinary distance between x X and a nonempty subset A of X. Let f be a singlevalued mapping from X to itself and S, T multl-valued mappings from X to the nonempty subsets of X. 2n(k) < 2m(k), (2.5) d(fx2n(k),fx2m(k)) ) e. Let S and T be multl-valued mappings from a metric space X into C(X).
If there exists a mapping f from X into itself such that S(X) U T(X) c_ f(X), (2.I), (2.9), ( If, in (2. [), each of the terms D(fx,Ty) and D(fy,Sx) is replaced by I/2 (D(fx,Ty) + D(fy,Sx)), then the condition of asymptotic regularity of the pair (S,T) can be dropped from Theorems 2.1-2.3.
We emphasize that, without the assumption "fz is a fixed point of f" in Theorems 2.1-2.3, f, S and T need not have a common fixed point, even if the mappings are continuous, commuting on X and have fixed points.
We are indebted tc R.E. Smithson Note that (2.14) implies (2.|0), and (2.13) also implies (2.10). However, in Corollary 2.5, if we replace (2.10) by (2.14) , then (2.11) is not needed. In fact, we have the following: COROLLARY 2.6.
Let S and T be multl-valued mappings from a metric space X into CL(X). If there exists a number q (0,I) such that for each x, y X, ( (2.14) and Corollary 2.6 will guarantee a common fixed point of S and T which however will contradict the conclusion of Example 2.7. Moreover, the following example shows that the condition (2.13) need not imply (2.14 is satisfied only for q ) I.
The following is the conclusion of the above comparisons. THEOREM 2.9. (i) (2.13) implies (2.10), but not conversely; (li) (2.14) implies (2.10), but not conversely; (ill) (2.13) and (2.14) are independent.
